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Past work suggests that mistakes are undesirable and often result in negative inferences. However, we find that consumers actually prefer products made by mistake to otherwise identical products made intentionally. We document this preference in a field study, nine experiments and eBay auction sales.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Imagine a pastry chef is making a new batch of chocolate. Not paying attention, the chef leaves the chocolate in the oven for an extra five minutes by mistake, resulting in the chocolate having a different taste than the chef had intended. Would learning of the chef’s mistake increase or decrease consumer preference for the chocolate?

Intuition and past research suggest that the knowledge of a mistake (i.e., careless action) involved in the making of a product would decrease consumer preference. Indeed, prior work reveals that mistakes are perceived as undesirable and often result in negative inferences about the person or company that made the mistake (Chesney and Su 2010; Michael 1976; Palmer, Simmons, and de Kervenoael 2010). Consequently, individuals and companies tend to avoid sharing information about their mistakes with others (Edmondson 1996; Michael 1976; Stafianiak and Robertson 2010; Uribe et al. 2002). Despite this previous literature, we propose that knowledge of a mistake in the creation of a product can ironically enhance consumer preference for that product. We propose that this preference for products “made by mistake” is not limited to mistakes that enhance a product, but also extends to mistakes that detract from a product.

We posit that this preference results from how consumers reason about the relationship between intention and action. Specifically, we draw from a large body of work on the intentionality bias (Begue et al. 2010; Kana et al. 2015; Rosset 2008; Rosset and Rottman 2014; Spunt, Meyer, and Lieberman 2015), which has found that people tend to assume that actions by agents (e.g., individuals, companies, etc.) are done intentionally. We propose that a product made by mistake deviates from this assumption, and thus, is perceived as more improbable than when the same product is made with full intent. In turn, this perceived improbability (for both products that are improved or worsened by a mistake) leads consumers to perceive the product as more unique and thus to prefer it. We test these predictions in a dataset of eBay auction sales, nine lab studies, and an additional study conducted in the field. We outline four of these studies below.

Conceptualization Of Mistake

The current research examines consumer preference for products made by mistake versus otherwise identical products made with full intent. We define a mistake as “an error in action, calculation, opinion, or judgment caused by poor reasoning, carelessness, insufficient knowledge, etc.” (Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary 2001). Importantly, a mistake is defined by an outcome’s cause (e.g., a careless deviation from intent) but not its valence (e.g., whether the outcome is positive or negative). For instance, returning to the example of the chef who mistakenly left the chocolate in the oven for five extra minutes, this mistake could have a positive outcome (the chocolate could be enhanced), negative outcome (the chocolate could be worsened), or neutral outcome (the chocolate could not be affected). Regardless of the outcome’s valence, the extra cooking time is a mistake because it is both a deviation from the chef’s intent and the result of carelessness. Thus, in our conceptualization of a mistake, consumers have to perceive the product as a result of an action that both deviates from the creator’s intent and is careless in nature.

Empirical Evidence

Study 1

Study 1 examined the preference for products made by mistake in a consequential choice setting. Participants learned about a new chocolate that either was (or was not) the result of a mistake. They were then given the choice of receiving either the chocolate or extra monetary compensation. A chi-square analysis revealed that the chocolate made by mistake was chosen (88.6%) more often than the chocolate that was made intentionally (70.3%), χ²(df = 2, N = 144) = 7.31, p = .007.

Study 2

Study 2 examined whether people still prefer a product made by mistake even when the mistake detracts from a product (i.e., a drawing of a face that is tarnished by a pen scribble). To examine this prediction, participants viewed a drawing of a face with a scribble, and either read information about the artist which included the fact that the artist made a mistake while making the drawing (in the mistake condition), read information about the artist which included the fact that the artist did not make a mistake while making the drawing (in the no mistake condition), or did not read anything about the artist (in the control condition). Thus, this design also examined our theorizing that people still prefer products made by mistake even after they experience them. As we predicted, participants were more likely to purchase the drawing in the mistake condition (M = 2.61, SD = 1.73) compared to both the intention condition (M = 2.05, SD = 1.44; Fisher’s LSD: p = .014, d = 0.35) and the control condition (M = 2.13, SD = 1.53; Fisher’s LSD: p = .031; d = 0.29), which did not differ from each other (Fisher’s LSD: p = .734). Willingness to pay data revealed the same pattern, F(298) = 5.25, p = .006. Planned contrasts followed the same pattern, wherein participants were willing to pay more for the drawing in the mistake condition (M = 3.11, SD = 3.28) compared to both the intention condition (M = 1.81, SD = 2.54; Fisher’s LSD: p = .002; d = 0.44), and the control condition (M = 2.28, SD = 2.79; Fisher’s LSD: p = .041; d = 0.27), which did not differ from each other (Fisher’s LSD: p = .257).

Study 3

Study 3 provided converging evidence for the proposed mechanism via a moderation and mediation approach. Specifically, we predicted that if consumers are made aware that a particular product creator is likely to make a mistake, perceptions of the improbability of that creator making a mistake will decrease and the preference will attenuate. We tested this prediction in a 2 (Expertise: Novice vs. Expert) × 2 (Creation Process: Mistake vs. Intention) between-subjects design. In the expert conditions, participants read that the creator was a hip-hop producer who works in the recording industry. In the novice conditions, participants read that the creator was a community college administrator taking a music production class, and that the class assignments included doing recording sessions. We adapted this expertise manipulation from Karmarkar and Tormala (2010). Participants then learned that during a recent recording session, the sound of the creator’s breath was added to a song. This addition was either intentional (in the intention condition) or made by mistake (in the mistake condition) and it enhanced the overall sound and flow of the song.
As predicted, the interaction between expertise and creation process on choice was significant ($b = 1.29$, $p = .029$). In the expert conditions, participants preferred the song when it was made by mistake ($67.4\%$) compared to when it was made intentionally ($39.5\%$; $b = 1.15$, $p = .012$). In the novice conditions, there was no difference in song preference when it was made by mistake ($49.1\%$) versus intentionally ($52.4\%$; $b = .13$, $p = .721$). Further analysis revealed a significant interaction between expertise and creation process on perceived improbability, $F(1, 198) = 3.93$, $p = .049$. Consistent with participants’ song decisions, the song was perceived as more improbable when an expert made it by mistake ($M = 4.37$, $SD = 1.77$) compared to when the song was made intentionally ($M = 3.47$, $SD = 1.41$; Fisher’s LSD: $p = .013$; $d = .56$). In contrast, when a novice made the song, there were no differences between the mistake ($M = 4.26$, $SD = 1.75$) and intention ($M = 4.29$, $SD = 1.55$) conditions, $F < 1$. The analysis also revealed the predicted interaction between expertise and creation process on uniqueness, $F(1, 198) = 7.67$, $p = .006$. The song was perceived as more unique when an expert made it by mistake ($M = 4.45$, $SD = 1.03$) compared to when the song was made intentionally ($M = 3.96$, $SD = 1.16$) (Fisher’s LSD: $p = .047$; $d = .45$). In contrast, when a novice made the song, the opposite was the case—when the novice made the song intentionally it was deemed as marginally more unique ($M = 4.44$, $SD = 1.22$) than when it was made by mistake ($M = 4.04$, $SD = 1.08$; Fisher’s LSD: $p = .055$; $d = .35$).

To test our proposed process, we ran a serial mediation model at each level of the expertise condition, with improbability and uniqueness as sequential mediators. As predicted, the model revealed that when an expert made a mistake (vs. made the song intentionally), the song was perceived to be more improbable, which increased perceived uniqueness, resulting in greater song choice (95% CI for the indirect effect: [-.7446, -.0465]). Importantly, we tested the reverse model with uniqueness preceding perceptions of improbability, and we found no mediating path from uniqueness and improbability leading to song choice (95% CI for the indirect effect: [-.2560, .0562]). Lastly, as predicted, for novices, there was no significant indirect effect from improbability to uniqueness leading to song choice (95% CI for the indirect effect: [-.1157, .0264]).

**Study 4**

Study 4 examined the preference for products made by mistake in a real market setting. We examined eBay auction sales of original photographs—some of which were made by mistake and some of which were not. The mistakes originated from a variety of causes, including double exposure, bluriness, and the photographer’s finger in the exposure (i.e., finger bombing). Critically, all photographs were advertised as original, with no copies and reproductions of any kind available. In other words, all photographs (both those with mistakes and those without) were one-of-a-kind and hence equally rare. The photographs were sold on eBay to the consumer who submitted the highest bid. We ran a regression on the price data with the mistake dummy code as a predictor variable, and the sale date and photograph size as control variables. The regression revealed a significant effect of photograph size on sale price, such that larger photographs sold for more money ($b = .529$, $p < .001$). There was no effect of sale date on sale price ($b = -.008$, $p = .292$). Most relevant to our focal theorizing, the regression also revealed that photographs with mistakes (vs. without mistakes) sold for more money ($b = 6.08$, $p < .001$). In other words, photographs with a mistake sold for a premium controlling for both photograph size and sale date.

Thus, we observe in an actual market context a premium for products with a mistake over products without a mistake. We posit, in line with our experimental evidence, that this preference is driven by the perception that a photograph with a mistake is a more improbable occurrence than a photograph made with full intent, and thus is conferred with more uniqueness and value. It is interesting to note that photographs containing arguably negative properties (i.e., bluriness) received a premium relative to those containing no such negative property. Thus, along with Study 2, these results may provide converging evidence that the preference for products made by mistake emerges not only in cases in which the mistake enhances the product, but also when it detracts from it.

**General Discussion**

Individuals and companies often avoid advertising their mistakes (Edmondson 1996; Michael 1976; Stefaniak and Robertson 2010; Uribe et al. 2002). However, we find that consumers sometimes prefer products made by mistake to otherwise identical products made intentionally. We identify the conditions under which this preference emerges, and find that this preference is driven by the perception that a product made by mistake is more improbable than a product made without mistake. This perceived improbability increases product uniqueness perceptions and subsequent preference.

In support of this process, we find that the preference for products made by mistake manifests both when the mistake enhances (Study 1 & Study 3) and detracts from (Study 2 & Study 4) the product. Study 3 provided moderation support for this process: When the creator had a high likelihood of making a mistake (a novice), the preference for products made by mistake was attenuated. Study 3 also found full process evidence, wherein perceptions of the improbability of the product’s creation enhanced perceptions of product uniqueness and preference. Finally, Study 4 documented the external validity of the current results—consumers pay more for products made by mistake in a real market setting.

**Theoretical Implications**

The current research is the first to reveal that consumers prefer products made by mistake, and that this preference emerges because mistakes are perceived to be improbable and the resulting product more unique. Beyond documenting a new phenomenon, our findings illuminate a novel mechanism through which information about the creation process influences consumer preference. We find that consumers differentially prefer identical products depending on the improbability of their creation. Further, we find that a typically negative occurrence (a mistake) actually increases product preference. This finding contributes to a growing body of work showcasing the positive effects of negative information (Berger, Sorensen, and Rasmussen, 2010; Ein-Gar, Shiv and Tormala, 2012; Reich and Tormala, 2013; Reich and Wheeler, 2016).

Second, our work contributes to the underexplored role of intentions in consumer preference. By focusing on mistakes in particular, we reveal a novel process by which intentionality plays a role in consumer preference. A product made by mistake deviates from the intentionally bias (Begue et al. 2010; Rosset 2008; Rosset and Rottman 2014; Spunt et al. 2015), and consumers thus perceive this process of making a product by mistake as more improbable and hence more unique than the same product made with full intent. Future work could examine other potential consequences of the intentionality bias in the context of how consumers assess the actions of individuals and companies.

Finally, our findings also contribute to work on the role of uniqueness in consumer preference. Prior work has focused on individual differences in consumers’ need for uniqueness (Simonson and Nowlis 2000; Tian et al. 2001) or on how uniqueness is distinct from other dimensions of value (Bhattacharjee and Mogilner 2014;
Keinan and Kivetz 2011). The present work illuminates a conceptual antecedent of perceptions of product uniqueness. Specifically, we find that product uniqueness stems from the improbability of the product’s creation. Our work suggests that these process features do not necessarily have to positive, but rather unlikely. We encourage future research to examine other antecedents that might enhance product uniqueness.
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